The Secretary,
Karnataka, Maharashtra, West Bengal, Chandigarh, Uttarakhund, Delhi, Gujarat, Telangana, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Kerala, Odisha, Bihar, Ranchi(Jharkhand), Chatisgarh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Jammu & Kashmir, Meghalaya, and Branches of INCA.

SUB: GUIDELINES FOR INCA ONLINE MAP QUIZ - 2020

Dear Sir/Madam,

‘INCA – NATIONAL MAP QUIZ’ is being organized at the National level for the last Twenty Eight years and the participation of schools/students in this activity is highly appreciable. As a result, this programme has become one of the major activities of our association. The untiring efforts, being put forth by your branch and the overwhelming enthusiasm displayed by the students and teaching community is commendable, for making this event a great success.

It is our endeavor, to continue this activity on a large scale for which it is requested to all branches to actively participate in this event. Due to prevailing pandemic situation, it has been decided to conduct INCA-NATIONAL MAP QUIZ – 2020 through online mode. Also, it is brought out that, for ease of conducting the states have been combined to form Zones i.e. North Zone, South Zone, East Zone and West Zone the zone wise distribution of state is mentioned in the guidelines attached at Appx A. This year Quiz is been decided to be conducted in two phases

Phase – I: Zonal Level to be conducted on 16th October 2020
Phase – II: National Level proposed to be conducted on 6th December 2020

In view of above. If there are any suggestions/comments on the proposed date the same may please be communicated to the below mentioned e-mail before 15th September, 2020.

Guidelines and Tentative calendar enclosed.

Thanking you,

(SUNIL S FATEHPUR)
Col.
Secretary General, INCA &
Chairman,
GUIDELINES FOR THE CONDUCT OF ONLINE INCA-NATIONAL MAP QUIZ 2020.

i). Objective: The objective of this programme is to create awareness about maps among student community.

ii). Eligibility: The Quiz is open to the students of 8th, 9th, 10th classes.

iii). Centre: It is online (from your Desktop, Laptop or Mobile)

iv). Entry Fee: Free.


Sign Up/Registration

1. The first step is to go to www.incaindia.org and select INCA NATIONAL MAP QUIZ-2020' link.
2. Participant has to click on register a new membership link.
3. Once you click on this link you have to enter all the details it asks. These are mainly name, email id (primary mail id which is used for all communications and secondary email id), zone (North, South, East and West), student class, password, school name, school email id, school contact number.
4. Photo-id card also need to be uploaded (image of jpeg extension of maximum 800X800 pixels).
5. School contact number is required as a particular registration can be verified by INCA member by directly calling to the school.
6. After having entered the required details, an email with activation link will go to participant email id and as well as to School email id. School email id is also validated during the membership registration.

Activation

1. An activation link will be sent by mail to the participant and the school by INCA MapQuiz 2020.
2. On receiving of activation code from both the Participant and his corresponding School default password will be sent to the participant’s mail.

How to participate

1. Participant has to login into the quiz using his/her primary email id, after his account is activated by administrator using the default password.
2. If the participant wishes he can change the password by navigating through change password option.
3. After login Set of instructions are mentioned in the start of quiz, which user participant has to agree and click on Start Test.
4. The quiz will be of 2 hours/120 minutes’ duration.
5. There are a total 60 questions.
7. Questions are of Multiple Choice.
8. Sample Quiz will be provided for reference.
9. Option is given for selecting the answer choice.
10. During the quiz the participant can also mark the question for reviewing at later stage.
11. The reviewing of the question is only possible during the 120 minutes duration of the quiz.
12. After the participant finishes the quiz, he has to press finish button. It is important to note that if the user doesn’t finish the quiz in stipulated time duration, the user session is timed out and closed.
13. When the clock runs out, the exam ends by default.
14. The link for attempting quiz will be made available to the participant on the particular day 30 minutes before the start of the quiz.
Model Quiz Pattern

1. There are 3 sections viz. Section A, Section B and Section C. Participant can click any one of the sections to attempt questions at a time.

2. Section A is based on MCQ Pattern. There are 4 options for each question of which only 1 option is correct.

3. Section B contains fill in the blanks questions. Participant has to type correct answer in text field.

4. Section C is based on Imagery questions (Click on Show Figures button to open referred Figure). Participant has to type correct answer in text field.

5. Participant has to select the Correct Answer and click on Next or Previous to navigate. The answer is saved only when participant clicks on the Next button.

6. Clear Answer button unselects the answer and mark the question as Not Answered.

7. Participant won't be able to change the answers once Finish button is clicked. Participant must review all the questions before ending quiz.

8. Participant will be barred from the exam or required to appear for retest if found using unfair means or if any suspicious activity is detected.

9. It is recommend using latest updated browsers (such as Chrome and Firefox) as the exam may not work on some versions of other browsers.